
This is the text in the HEADER.  This is part of the page level formatting that exploits just one 
of the new fantastic features of Quick View Plus 4.0!

Word Processing Document

Quick View Plus - the viewing solution for your WordPerfect documents.

Character Formats

∙ View all your bold text1.  In any color!
∙ View all your italic text.  Hyperlink to the bottom of the file.
∙               View all your underlined text.  

∙               View all at once.  

∙ View typeface and size.  This is Times New roman 12 point.  This is Arial 18 
point.  This is Times New  Roman 8 point.  This is Courier 10 point.  This is Times 
New Roman 16 point.

Paragraph Formats
Line spacing is supported.  This paragraph is double spaced.  Now is the time for all good men 

to come to the aid of their country.  Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their 

country.  Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country.  Now is the time 

for all good men to come to the aid of their country.

Paragraph alignment is supported.  This paragraph is centered, as you can see.  So all your
centered titles will display correctly.

This paragraph is flush right aligned, as you can see.  Great for 

Paragraph indents are also supported.  This paragraph has a left indent of 1".  
Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country.

1This is the footnote annotation viewed using Quick View Plus.  Believe it!
Click here to return to the top of the file.
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This paragraph has a right indent of 2".  Now is the time for all 
good men to come to the aid of their country.  Now is the time for 
all good men to come to the aid of their country.

This and the following paragraph have first line indents of .5".  Now is the time for all 
good men to come to the aid of their country.  Now is the time for all good men to come to the 
aid of their country.  Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country.

First line indent here as well.  Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their
country.  

Tables
Quick View Plus also supports tables, including column width, alignment, and cell shading::

Bill West Division $18,980,211.20

Mary East Division 7,896,222.09

Click here to return to the SAMPLE.doc
Joe South Division 1,555,678.21

Linda North Division 899,455.60
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Graphics

Quick View Plus supports embedded graphics, including graphic borders

Double-click on the Dragon graphic above, and it will tear off into a separate window.

End of File


